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TECHNICAL VIEW

Currency pair =>> USDINR spot

View = Month old range is back. 70.75/80 as initial support zone, followed by 70.35/50. Resi @ 71.20/40

Trade =  Play the range.

Currency pair =>> GBPUSD spot

View = Uptrend is still intact.

Trade =  Buy between 1.2870/90 TP 1.3030/50 SL 1.2830

MACRO VIEW

- It is a political and legislative mess in UK right now. There is no point trying to understand every twist and
turn of the Brexit, unless you are a journalist. Let me simplify as much as I understand:

1. UK PM, Boris Johnson secured a fresh deal on Brexit from EU last week, which circumvents the Irish problem
by keeping Northern Ireland in both UK and EU and avoiding a hard border over land between NI and
Republic of Ireland. As a result GBP remained bid into the weekend.

2. UK Parliament had to now pass the Brexit deal to enable UK exit by agreed October 31st. That did not happen.

3. MPs backed, 322-306, an amendment that essentially postponed the final decision on Johnson's Brexit deal
until the accompanying legislation - known as the withdrawal agreement bill (WAB) - was also passed into
law. Johnson's Brexit deal is a treaty with the EU so it needs to be passed into domestic law. Which means
two things technically need to happen before October 31: a vote approving the Brexit deal and another
approving all the legislation.

4. Post the Saturday debacle, UK PM had no choice but to seek an extension for the Brexit by another 3 months.
He did so with a lot of drama. All 27 EU leaders must unanimously agree, and it's likely they will grant some
sort of extension, as the EU doesn't want to be seen as forcing a no-deal Brexit. But it looks like the EU isn't
rushing to make a decision, either; leaders are going to wait a bit to see how the Brexit debate plays out in
Parliament this week - which means this could come down to the wire.

5. Therefore, now two more weeks of drama to unfold in the Parliament. UK PM is not shying away from
elections either, but he wants to go into polls as the torch bearer of Brexit. In order to secure that narrative
he may take things right down to the wire. Mr. Johnson would definitely not allow any MPs to push through
an amendment which either requires UK to remain a part of EU customs Union or take UK towards another
Brexit referendum. Oppositions parties are also not sure about heading for polls now, as Johnson has the
edge. They also do not want a smooth Brexit to happen, which will seal their fate as well. All in all we can
expect more drama from the MPs, looking to secure their political careers at the expense of the nation called
England.

- GBP has brushed aside all these drama as it sees little scope for a no-deal exit. As a result, GBPUSD is
trading close to 1.30. CFTC reports suggests that there is still sizable shorts left in the GBPUSD pair to cover.
The best outcome for GBP bulls would be the passage of WAB before October 31st. Deal falling through and
UK heading for election would drag the uncertainty further and can hurt GBP, pulling it down towards 1.25/
1.26 levels. However, crash risk in GBP remains low as no-deal Brexit or probability of a second referendum
looks bleak.



Source: Bloomberg
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